
BIOLOGY IS BEAUTY

For female scorpion flies, beauty is less about size or color than about symmetry. Females favor suitors who have
well-matched wings -- and.

Image courtesy of health. In the late '80s, Langlois started erful emblems of health, fertility and re- researchers
asked women from England, placing 3- and 6-month-old babies in front of sistance to disease, but they say
nothing China and India to rate pictures of Greek a screen and showing them pairs of facial about people's
moral worth. The evolutionary theory is that by mating with someone who has similar genes, one's own genes
are conserved. And among hu- themselves until their mans, cleverness, bodies fail. People believe their
relationship with art to be an intimate aspect of their identities, and some bristle at the idea that their taste in
sculpture might be determined for them at the neurological level. Women get lifted asymmetrical male pri-
and tucked and snipped mate who happens to be and tightened, and have a good hunter has his their faces
totally recast. He has surveyed men of various backgrounds, nationalities and ages. If you have access most
physical complaints, from insomnia to erence for extreme normality makes sense. To take one familiar
example, a figure would have a WHR of. Like scorpion flies, we love ber of past sex partners. But here's the
catch: while we may find average faces attractive, the faces we find most beautiful are not average. Beautiful
and irresistible features have evolved numerous times in plants and animals due to sexual selection, and such
preferences and beauty standards provide evidence for the claim that human beauty and obsession with bodily
beauty are mirrored in analogous traits and tendencies throughout the plant and animal kingdoms. In , the
institute convened a global summit called The Science of the Arts. And when researchers started noting
similar trends in other species, Thornhill turned his attention to our own. In the meantime, Connor and his
team continue to research neuroaesthetics, this time with a study examining how the brain processes
large-scale shapes in the environment, such as buildings. At the same time, he says in an email "there is
inter-observer concordance, a measure of objectivity," so that individual perceptions of beauty, factoring in
other characteristics such as personality and intelligence, can often be aggregated to form a consensus opinion.
Just about any male over 14 can produce sperm, but a woman's ability to bear children depends on her age and
hormone levels. Scientists say that the preference for symmetry is a highly evolved trait seen in many different
animals. Critics, whose re- been disgracefully ab- marks here show little sent. Perrett, David et al. And if it's
any consolation, beauty is not an all-or-nothing proposition. The brain is ultimately so complex, Connor says,
the mind so rich, for scientists ever to arrive at simple neurological prescriptions for what makes art
matterâ€”to eliminate subjectivity, as it wereâ€”is not the aim. But sometimes one thing leads to an- than
those with low-symmetry partners. And if there are social reasons for that imbalance, there are also biological
ones. Given the slow pace of evolutionary change, our innate preferences aren't likely to fade in the
foreseeable future. In no cal Judea-Christian rical features, we get bias against those who how nature and
culture culture do human beings assumptions, which letters of vehement ob- lack it. Females favor suitors who
have well-matched wings -- and with good reason. We need to move natural urgings that through with
puritani- women with asymmet- bias toward beauty is forward and investigate were bad for us. Scientists are
now taking those questions seriously, and gaining surprising insights. Research shows attractive people also
have more occupational success and more dating experience than their unattractive counterparts. We pursue
countless the fashion magazines would provide a bet- shape-enhancing garments topped a half- passions that
have no direct bearing on sur- ter compass. In- one of the qualities shared by attractive FacePrints. Still, spe-
males. This isn't to say that our preferences are purely innate -- or that beauty is all that matters in life. Indeed,
she was the toast of Athens, celebrated not for her kindness or her intellect, but for her physical perfection.
And if it's figures are N7, N8 and U7 in that order. Those pounds past studies have found that square- contain
roughly the 80, calo- jawed males not only start having sex U7 1J8 U9 UlO ries needed to sustain a preg-
earlier than their peers but attain higher Normal weight nancy, and the curves they rank in the military. The
participants in that study were all college kids from New Mexico, but researchers have since shown that
British and Japanese students express the same bias. Rolls of fat can signal To a skeptic, those findings
suggest only matters in life. Each pair included one consid- weakness for what Thornhill calls ''biologi- from
the same crib sheet. But like breasts, they im- tile women typically have ply that she could. You don't have to



BIOLOGY IS BEAUTY

be Italian to the University of Texas, Austin, has shown Stone Age than to the Information Age; find
Michelangelo's David better looking that even infants share a sense of what's at- the qualities we find alluring
may be pow- than, say, Alfonse D'Amato. The mystery of female beauty.


